



Four tax reforms have been proposed in recent years: Bradley-
Gephardt, Kemp-Kasten, Treasury I and Treasury II. These reforms seek
to improve economic efficiency by taxing different capital assets and
sources of income more equally. Each reform is purported to be revenue-
neutral from the perspective of the U.S. Treasury ,and distributionally
neutral across households. While this alleged neutrality is probably (cer-
tainly, in some instances) overstated, it is analytically convenient to as-
sume revenue and distribution neutrality. It is also convenient to
abstract from growth and inflation effects.
Even with revenue and growth neutrality, the reforms could sub-
stantially affect financial markets. Reductions in investment incentives
and marginal tax rates would tend to lower before-tax interest rates,1
and lower taxes on existing corporate capital would tend to increase
stock prices.2 The pattern of security issues would be altered by result-
ing changes in the composition of investment between real estate and
other assets and in desired loan-to-value ratios. The paper compares and
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contrasts the likely impacts of each of the four reform proposals on
interest rates (taxable and tax-exempt), security flows, and stock prices.
Tax Reform and Interest Rates
The analysis is built around a diagram in which the interaction of
the demand for and supply of (funds for) real capital determines before-
tax interest rates. Tax reforms can reduce the level of before-tax interest
rates by lowering the demand for real capital (reducing investment in-
centives) and/or by raising the supply of funds for real capital accumula-
tion (lowering marginal tax rates on saving). Whether a specific tax
reform will lower before-tax interest rates and by how much depends on
how the reform is structured.
Comparative-static analysis focuses on the separate impact of the
various reforms on the supply and demand curves for real capital. The
supply-curve analysis evolves into a discussion of how reforms will like-
ly alter the relation between tax-exempt and taxable yields. Putting the
separate curve shifts together provides specific estimates of rate declines
under the various reforms. These estimates depend heavily on the as-
sumed interest elasticities of the domestic and net foreign supplies of
capital (saving). Because wide disagreement exists over these elastic-
ities, any estimate of the expected decline in interest rates in response to
tax reform is bound to be controversial.
A Graphic Analysis
The demand for real capital depends positively on real output and
negatively on the rental price of capital (c). This price is related to the
economic depreciation rate (d), the required real return the firm must
earn (r), and various business tax parameters (Hall and Jorgenson, 1967):
c=(r+d) 1-k-~z
1 -~ (1)
where k is the investment tax credit, ~ is the business income tax rate
and z is the present value of tax depreciation deductions. The required
real return, in turn, depends on personal tax rates and risk factors, as
well as the level of the before-tax interest rates and the expected inflation
rate. An increase in before-tax interest rates raises r and thus c, thereby
lowering the demand for capital.
Figure 1 illustrates the impact of tax reform on the level of interest
rates and the allocation of real capital between residential and nonresi-
dential uses in a fixed-capital allocation model. The negative impact of
interest rates on quantity demanded is plotted; the other components ofTAX REFORM AND FINANCIAL MARKETS
Figure 1
Interest Rate Determination:
Zero Interest Rate Elasticity for the Supply of Capital
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the rental price--business tax rates, ~, tax depreciation schedules, z, and
the investment tax credit, k--are shift parameters in the demand func-
tions. Under current law (~.o, zo and k°), the level of interest rates is i°,
residential capital is RES°, and nonresidential capital is K° -RES°. The
supply schedule is drawn as a vertical line to reflect the fixed capital
stock. With all of the schedules interpreted as fractions of income, the
analysis can be reinterpreted in a growthcontext.
I begin with a simple tax change: the elimination of the investment
tax credit (setting k = 0) espoused in all four tax reform proposals. The
total demand schedule, K(~°, z°, k°), drops down to K(~°,z°,0), the inter-
est rate declines to i’, the quantity of residential capital increases to RES’
and the quantity of nonresidential capital decreases to K°-RES’. That
is, removing an incentive for nonresidential investment leads to a reallo-
cation of capital to residential uses, the mechanism being a decline in
interest rates. The fixed-capital assumption is appropriate for analyzing
the impact of tax reform on interest rates if the interest elasticity of
domestic saving is zero and either the interest elasticity of net foreign
saving is zero or foreign central banks move foreign interest rates with
American rates such that net foreign saving is unchanged.
The opposite assumption would be to make the supply of capital
perfectly elastic. Summers (1981) notes that the long-run interest rate
elasticity of saving is infinite in an unfettered life-cycle model where
households have a strong bequest motive. Figure 2 has been constructed
to illustrate the impact of tax reform on interest rates in this opposite
case, where the supply elasticity comes from domestic, not foreign, sav-156 Patric H. Hendershott
Figure 2
Interest Rate Determination:
Infinite Interest Rate Elasticity for the Supply of Capital
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ing. The horizontal supply of capital is drawn at i° = p/(1 -t°), where p
is the fixed after-tax return to savers and t° is the tax rate built into
taxable interest rates. The removal of the investment tax credit analyzed
in figure 1 (but not in figure 2) would lower the demand curve and the
quantity of nonresidential capital would decrease. However, the interest
rate and quantity of residential capital would be unchanged. A more
interesting reform is analyzed in figure 2: a decrease in t from t° to t’. For
simplicity, the decrease is assumed not to affect the demand for capital
(although this is virtually an impossible case owing to the relationship
between t and ~). The interest rate declines from i° to i’ = p/(1 -t’), and
the total stock of capital rises from K° to K’. Residential and nonresiden-
tial components of capital increase in proportion to their interest-rate
sensitivities.
I next examine a world where the infinite supply elasticity comes
from international capital flows (domestic saving is again assumed to
have zero interest elasticity). In this model, the level of world interest
rates is determined by a fixed supply of world capital and the demand
for real capital in all countries. The RES demand curve in figure 1 could
be redefined as the total American demand for capital and the K curve as
the world demand for capital. In this case, a tax reform that reduced
after-tax returns to American savers (such as the decrease of t° to t’)
would not alter either the aggregate supply of capital or the level of
American (world) interest rates. As before, the level of American rates
(world rates generally) would decline in response to a negative change
in a demand shift parameter, such as the removal of the investment tax
credit analyzed in figure 1. However, the decline would be smaller for anTAX REFORM AND FINANCIAL MARKETS 157
Figure 3
Interest Rate Determination:
Finite Interest Rate Elasticity for the Supply of Capital
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open economy than a closed one because the demand for world capital
should be more responsive to interest rate changes than should be the
demand for American capital alone. In effect, American nonresidential
capital would be reallocated to foreign capital as well as to American
residential capital.
Figure 3 portrays the presumably realistic case of positive, but finite,
interest rate elasticities in both the domestic (Sd)and net foreign (S - Sd)
supplies of capital. Limitations on the domestic elasticity follow from
adding capital market constraints to the life-cycle model and restricting
the bequest motive. Limitations on the foreign elasticity recognize the
major role the U.S. plays in world capital markets. The supply schedules
are drawn so that a positive net foreign supply of capital, K° - K~, exists
at the initial level of American interest rates, i°. A decrease in t from t° to
t’ (the reader should ignore the shift in the demand schedule for the
moment) lowers the domestic supply schedule vertically to p/(1 - t’) and
shifts the total supply schedule sympathetically. The net result is a de-
cline in i to i’, an increase in the total American capital stock to K’, and a
reduction in net foreign holdings of American capital to K’-K’d. The
latter translates into an improvement in the U.S. trade deficit.
Combining the previous analyses, I now deduce the interest rate
response to a broad tax reform that shifts both the supply and demand
schedules. Specifically, the tax credit is eliminated, and t is cut to t’. For
convenience, the demand curve is assumed to shift downward by exact-
ly enough to maintain the existing level of the American capital stock at
K°, As the schedules are drawn, the net foreign demand for American
capital, which was originally positive, is zero, and the interest rate has
declined to i".158 Patric H. Hendershott
The impact of any tax reform on the level of American interest rates
is thus seen to depend fundamentally on the size of the resulting down-
ward shifts in the demand and domestic-supply curves. Three interest
rate elasticities are also important: (1) the interest elasticity of foreign
saving (after allowance for foreign central bank actions to adjust foreign
interest rates to "exogenous" shifts in American rates), (2) the interest
rate elasticity of domestic saving, and (3) the interest elasticity of the
demand for capital° The next two sections of the paper explain how to
obtain estimates of the downward shifts in the domestic supply of cap-
ital and the demand for capital. The supply-side analysis treats the yield
on tax-exempt securities as the return to high-income savers and asks
how far the level of taxable interest rates would have to fall under the
various reforms to maintain tax-exempt yields at pre-reform levels. The
demand-side analysis asks how far the level of rates would have to fall to
maintain the aggregate demand for capital (and thus the level of net
investment) at its pre-reform level, assuming a fixed total supply of
capital.
Tax Reform, Tax-Exempt Yields, and the Supply of Domestic
Saving
Most saving is almost certainly done by high-income households
who consider tax-exempt securities to be competitive investments. Thus
a reasonable measure of the downward shift in the supply-of-domestic-
saving schedule is the decrease in the level of taxable interest rates nec-
essary to prevent the level of tax-exempt yields from rising above their
pre-reform level. Calculating the magnitude of this shift requires specifi-
cation of both the determinants of the ratio of tax-exempt to taxable
yields (new issue coupon rates) and the impact of the tax reforms on
each determinant.
Determinants of Relative Yields on Tax-Exempt Securities. The greatest
difference between securities issued by the federal government and by
state and local governments is the tax treatment of their coupon income:
the federal government taxes the income earned on its securities, but not
that earned on state and local securities. If municipal and Treasury secu-
rities were identical in every other respect, the relationship between
coupon rates on par-valued municipals (Rm) and Treasuries (Rt) of matu-
rity j would be given by
Rmj + (1 - ~g)Gm + ~bmj~jRmj = (1 - cj)Rtj + (1 - ~’j)Gt + ~btffjRtj, (2)
where the Gs are expected annual rates of capital gains over the inves-
tor’s holding period, ~g is the concurrent effective capital gains tax rate,
and the ~bm and ~bt reflect expected tax savings from optimally tradingTAX REFORM AND FINANCIAL MARKETS 159
municipal and Treasury bonds, respectively (Constantinides and Inger-
soll, 1984). The expected gains depend on expected future one-period
coupon rates (and other factors), and the expected tax savings param-
eters vary negatively with transaction costs and positively with the ma-
turity of the securities. For one-period securities, the expected gains and
tax savings are zero and the familiar
Rml/Rtl = 1 - "rl (3)
obtains.
Miller (1977) combines two equilibrium conditions to specify ,t’1:
equality between the expected risk-adjusted after-tax marginal costs of
corporate debt [(1- %)i] and equity (e) and between-the after-personal-
tax risk-adjusted return on equities [(1-,re)e] and that on municipal se-
curities [(1-’rl)i]. Solving,
(1-%).
That is, the.tax rate implicit in one-period tax-exempt coupons equals
unity less the product of one less the statutory corporate federal tax rate
and one less the tax rate on corporate equity.3 With a corporate tax rate
of 0.46 and an equity tax rate of 0.0742, "r = 0.5, and the rate ratio is also
0.5. Allowing for the excess of contracting costs on corporate debt over
equity would raise this ratio during periods of substantial risk of corpo-
rate bankruptcy.4
In recent years, this ratio has been slightly above 0.5 for one-year
bonds, roughly 0.7 for ten-year securities, and 0.8 for twenty-year secu-
rities (Peek and Wilcox, 1986). For one-year bonds, the ratio has been
consistent with equation (3). For longer term bonds, the rate ratio is,
from (2),
An important question is whether tax savings from trading are sufficient
in magnitude to reconcile observed rate ratios for longer term bonds
with Miller’s specification of "rl at roughly 0.5 under current law. (On
3One could develop, at least intuitively, a noncorporate structure argument analogous
to Miller’s corporate structure argument. The result would be identification of % with
"the" personal tax rate on debt. If this rate were taken to be the maximum rate under
current law and the tax reforms, the analysis that follows in the text would not be signifi-
cantly altered because the corporate and maximum personal rates are roughly equal now
and would continue to be under all reforms.
4Buser and Hess (1985) find the corporate bond risk spread, a proxy for the expected
probability of default, to be the major determinant of variation in the one-year rate ratio
over the 1967-82 period.160 Patric H. Hendershott
average, the second term in (3) is small and thus can be ignored.)
Constantinides and Ingersoll calculate qbtj for ten-year securities to
be about 0.5, assuming no transaction costs. With ~rj = 0.5, the first term
in (1’) becomes 0.75/1.25 = 0.6, assuming ~bmj is also 0.5. Taking transac-
tion costs into account would lower the qb’s, especially that for municipal
securities. Constantinides and Ingersoll compute a 20 percent reduction
in the value of trading ten-year Treasuries if transaction costs equal 1/2
percentage point and roughly twice this reduction if costs are a full
percentage point. Because quoted bid/ask spreads on Treasury securities
are only a quarter percentage point, transaction costs are relatively un-
important for long-term Treasuries. In contrast, quoted bid-ask spreads
are 3 to 4 percentage points for municipal securities and would greatly
reduce the gains from trading them. With qbtj = 0.45 for Treasuries and
~bmj = 0.1 for municipals, the first term in (1’) becomes 0.7.5 Thus, the
observed increase in the tax-exempt/taxable rate ratio as maturity in-
creases can be explained without varying -rj across maturities.
Tax Reform and the Ratio of Exempt to Taxable Coupons. The first two
columns of table 1 list the corporate tax rate and the personal tax rate on
equity under current law and the reforms. All the reforms Would signifi-
cantly lower the corporate rate and thus raise the ratio of tax-exempt to
taxable coupons. Moreover, under the original Treasury plan, only the
real component of interest would be deductible. More specifically, only 13
of nominal interest would be deductible, where ~3 = .06/(.06 + ~r) and
is the inflation rate. At a 5 percent inflation rate, the tax saving from a
dollar of interest would be only 19 cents--0.35(6/11). Because the tax rate
at which corporate interest expense is deductible is relevant to the deter-
mination of "rl, Treasury I would surely increase the interest-rate ratio
more than the other three reforms.
The equations used to project the rate ratios for one- and ten-year
securities under current law and all reforms are:
1 -- ’rI ÷ 0.45"rlt
Rml0/Rtl0 = 1 + 0.1~rlt
5The above analysis assumes that municipal and Treasury securities are equal in all
respects other than federal taxation of their coupon income. In fact, coupons on municipal
securities must contain a premium to compensate investors for expected shortfalls in real-
ized yields relative to promised yields owing to default and/or early call, and the expected
shortfalls on high-quality securities tend to increase with maturity (they approximate zero
on one-year securities). Further, the longer the maturity of munis, the more high tax
bracket investors must be compensated for the possibility of their unexpectedly becoming
lower tax bracket investors (and having to pay large transaction costs to convert to taxable
securities) or of the value of municipals’ tax-exempt status declining. These factors would
raise longer-term exempt coupons relative to longer-term taxable coupons.TAX REFORM AND FINANCIAL MARKETS 161
where "r~ = 1-(1-[3"rc) (1-’re) and [3 = 1.0 except in the original Trea-
sury plan. The tax rate upon which trading gains are based (%0 is
specified similarly, but with [~ = I even under Treasury I. The calculated
rate ratios for one- and ten-year maturities are listed in the fourth and
fifth columns of table 1. The ratios rise under all reforms, especially the
original Treasury plan.
The final task is determination of the magnitude of the downward
shift in the domestic supply schedule drawn in figure 3. This magnitude
Table 1









Corporate Tax Rate Taxable Rate That
Tax on Exempt/Taxable Rate Ratio Maintains Exempt Rate
Rate Equitya 1-Year lO-Year 1-Year lO-Year
.46 .0742 ,500 ,690 .11 ,11
.30 .0940 .634 .770 .0868 .0986
.35 .0555 ,614 .758 .0896 .1001
.33 ,1128 .728b ,875b ,0756 .0867
.33 .0667 .625 ,765 .0880 ,0992
a From Hendershott, 1985, table 6.
b Assumes an inflation rate of 5 percent. The ratio varies positively with the inflation rate because the
portion of interest that is taxed varies negatively with the inflation rate.
is computed as the difference between the current assumed level of
taxable rates, 0.11, and the average of the levels of taxable interest rates
at which savers would earn the same returns on one- and ten-year tax-
exempts under the various reforms that they earn under current law.
These levels are calculated from
Rtr=RtC ~    -~- ,
where the r and c superscripts, respectively, denote values under a re-
form and current law and are listed in columns six and seven of table 1.6
The differences between 0.11 and the average of these levels are substan-
tial: nearly 3 percentage points for Treasury I and about 1V2 points for the
other three reforms.
Tax Reform and the Demand for Real Capital
I now turn to the demand side. The question investigated is: how
far would interest rates have to fall in response to the different reforms
to maintain aggregate investment at current levels (how far would the
°Fhe precision of the interest rates reported (basis points) in this and other tables
reflects the exactitude of the computer, not the confidence of the author.162 Patric H. Hendershott
demand schedule in figure 3 shift downward)? The starting point is a
detailed listing in table 2 of the reform provisions pertinent to
investment.
All reforms lower the maximum corporate and personal tax rates
and eliminate the investment tax credit. Proposed capital gains taxation
and tax depreciation changes vary widely, however. Bra~tley-Gephardt
treats these items less favorably than current law: capital gains would be
taxed at the regular income tax rate which translates into a 30 percent
rate vis-a-vis the current 20 percent, and tax depreciation lives would be
lengthened significantly, 40 years for structures rather than the current
18, and 10 years for equipment rather than the current 5. Even with
greater acceleration (250 percent DB versus 175 percent DB), first-year
tax deductions for structures would decline from 10 percent to 6 percent
and for equipment the decline would be from 30 to 25 percent. Kemp-
Kasten would treat capital gains and tax depreciation far more generous-
ly than either current law or the other proposals. On capital gains, a
choice would exist between having nominal gains taxed at 60 percent of
the lowered regular rate or having only real gains taxed at regular rates.
Moreover, property investments could be effectively written off entirely
in the year of purchase. Nonfinancial neutrality would then exist for
depreciable properties because net (of depreciation) investment hurdle
rates would equal the weighted average cost of capital for all such assets
[with k = 0 and z = 1 in equation (1), c = r+d].
Treasury I attempts to neutralize the tax system for inflation by
indexing everything. Only real capital gains, including those on inven-
tories, would be taxed; depreciation would be on a replacement, rather
than historic, cost basis; and only the real part of interest expense would
be taxed and could be deducted (nominal home mortgage interest being
the exception). Treasury I also attempts to tax all assets and business
forms (except owner-occupied housing) equally. To this end, tax depreci-
ation for each depreciable asset would equal the Treasury’s best estimate
of true economic depreciation; the investment tax credit for equipment
and public utility structures would be dropped; real capital gains would
be taxed at the regular income tax rate; and half of corporate dividends
would be deductible at the corporate level. The indexation of inventory
gains, elimination of the tax credit, and the proposed tax depreciation
treatment would result in all net investment hurdle rates, except that for
owner-occupied housing, equaling the cost of capital divided by 1 less
the relevant tax rate [with k = 0 and z = d/(r + d) in equation (1), c =
r/(1 - ~) + d]. The partial dividend exclusion would reduce discrepancies
between the cost of capital for corporate and noncorporate investments.
Treasury II retreats from these principles in significant respects: all
interest would continue to be deductible; investors in nondepreciable
assets would have the option of paying taxes on nominal capital gains atTable 2
Important Tax Parameters for Business Investment
Current Law Bradley-Gephardt Kemp-Kasten Treasury I Treasury
Maximum Tax Ratesa
Corporate .4924 .342 .389 .37 .37
Personal .53 .342 .30 .41 .41
Investment Tax yes no no no no
Credit
Capital Gains Nominal Gains Nominal gains at Nominal gains at Real gains at Nominal gains at
at 40% of regular rate 60% of regular regular rate 50% of regular
regular rate rate or real gains rate or real gains
at regular rate at regular rate
Depreciation Tax 175%/150% DB 250% DB over Near Expensingc 3% per year, DB/SL over
Deductionsb or SL over 18/5 40/!0 years SL, indexed 28/6.5 years
years indexed
First year:
Structures 10% 6% 6% 3% 4%
Equipment 30% 25% 20% 18% 27%
Interest no no no yes
Indexation
no
Partial Dividend no no no yes (50%) yes (10%)
Exclusion
a These assume a 6 percent state and local tax rate, deductible at the personal level except under the Treasury plans.
b All tax reforms have mutiple maturity equipment classes. The first/full) year’s depreciation rates are for an "average" piece of equipment and for a current 18-year
structure.
c More than 100 percent, indexed for inflation, of the original value is written off at straight line rate over 25 years. With a low 3V2 percent real discount rate, this is
equivalent to expensing.164 Patric H. Hendershott
one-half of the regular income tax rate; tax depreciation would exceed
economic depreciation; and only one-tenth of dividends would be de-
ductible. Tax depreciation would be especially generous for equipment
that continues to be classified as three- or five-year and for public utility
structures; allowable depreciation would exceed that under current law
even at zero inflation. However, much five-year equipment would be
reclassified as longer lived. For industrial structures, tax depreciation
Table 3
Interest Rate Levels Necessary to Maintain Investment in Different Assets
Assuming Passage of Different Reform Plans (pre-passage level of interest
rates = 11%)
Bradley- Kemp- Treasury Treasury
Gephardt Kasten I I I
Corporate
Inventories 10.4 11.1 9.9 12.7
Equipment 5.9 9.0 5.1 7.8
Industrial Structures 10.4 12.9 8.2 11.2
Utility Structures 8.5 11,1 7.1 11.1
Noncorporate
Inventories 11.0 11.6 10.5 12.9
Equipment 6.2 8,8 5.3 7.7
Depreciable 9.6 11.5 7.8 10.06
Real Estate
Owner-Occupied            9.5 10,9 9.7 10.0
Housinga
Model Simulation 9.11 11,06 8.00 10.12
aThis is a weighted average for households with incomes of $17,500, $27,500, $40,000, $70,000 and
$130,000, where the weights are 0.12, 0.10, 0.31, 0.30, and 0.17.
would be more favorable only at inflation rates of 6 percent or greater.
To get a rough fix on how much the reforms would tend to lower
interest rates through their negative impact on the demand for capital, I
have calculated how the interest rate would have to change for invest-
ment hurdle rates, and thus the level of investment in each asset cate-
gory, to remain constant.7 The results are listed in table 3. An interest
rate below 11 percent means that the reform is negative for that asset
category if interest rates don’t change; a rate above 11 percent means the
opposite.
All assets except noncorporate inventories receive less favorable
treatment under Bradley-Gephardt, with equipment suffering the most,
followed by utilities (both lose the investment tax credit). This is not the
7This is an application of the methodology used by Feldstein and Summers (1978) in
their calculation of the maximum potential interest rate for all corporate investments.
Modeling of the reforms is fully described in Hendershott (1985).TAX REFORM AND FINANCIAL MARKETS 165
case with Kemp-Kasten. While equipment is hit (much less than under
Bradley-Gephardt), structures are favored. The pattern’of interest rates
implied by Treasury I looks much like that of Bradley-Gephardt, but the
levels are even lower (except for owner-occupied housing). Treasury II
gives back much that Treasury I took away. Depreciation allowances are
more generous than current law for equipment and utilities to offset
partially the removal of the investment tax credit, and deletion of the
Table 4
Interest Rates Under Alternative Tax Regimes (Percent)
Taxable Rate Taxable Rate Best Estimate
Implied by That Would of lO-Year Best Estimates of
Fixed Capital Maintain Average Taxable Tax-Exempt Rates
Stock Model Exempt Rates Rate 1-Year 10-Year
Current Law 11 5.5 7,7
Bradley-Gephardt 9.11 9.27 9.25 to 9.75 6.0 7.3
Kemp-Kasten 11.06 9.49 10,25 to 10.75 6.4 7.7
Treasury I 8.00 8.11 8 to 9 6.2 7.4
Treasury II 10,12 9.36 9.75 to 10,25 6.2 7.6
interest-indexation provision vastly dampens the negative effect of Trea-
sury I on highly leveraged depreciable real estate.
To determine the single interest rate that would maintain invest-
ment in the aggregate, a simulation model was constructed (Hender-
shott, 1985). The model contains seven types of nonresidential capital,
rental housing and owner-occupied housing. Households in six income
classes with endogenous tenure choices are considered. The model allo-
cates a given capital stock among the various capital components based
upon the investment hurdle rates for the capital components, the price
elasticities of demand with respect to the hurdle rates, and the elastic-
ities of homeownership with respect to the cost of owning versus rent-
ing. The interest rate adjusts in response to tax changes so as to maintain
the aggregate demand for capital at its initial level. As can be seen in the
bottom row of table 3, the rate declines are roughly 3 percentage points
with Treasury I, 2 points with Bradley-Gephardt, 1 point with Treasury II
and no decline with Kemp-Kasten.
Reform-Induced Changes in Interest Rates
The first two columns of table 4 reproduce, for each reform, the
interest rates provided by simulations of the capital allocation model and
by calculations of the taxable rates that would freeze average tax-exempt
coupons at their prereform level. As can be seen, the interest rates pro-
duced by the two methods differ by less than a quarter point for Bradley-166 Patric H. Hendershott
Gephardt and Treasury I and only about three-quarters of a point for
Treasury II. These calculations indicate that the demand and domestic
supply schedules in figure 3 would drop about equally except in the
Kemp-Kasten case. With Kemp-Kasten, the demand for capital does not
decline, owing to the provision of substantial investment incentives.
However, marginal tax rates fall significantly, so the supply schedule
shifts downward.
The third column is my best estimate of the impact of the various
reforms on the level of taxable interest rates. The low end of the range is
roughly an average of the first two columns; the high end allows for an
offsetting influence of declines in net foreign saving. The rate declines
(mid-point) range from 1/2 percentage point with Kemp-Kasten to 21/2
points with Treasury I. The fourth and fifth columns contain my best
estimate of the impacts on one- and ten-year tax-exempt coupons. These
are obtained as the product of the taxable rate in column 3 and the rate
ratio listed in table 1.8 Under Kemp-Kasten, short-term exempt rates are
expected to rise by about a percentage point and long rates are un-
changed. Under the other reforms, the increase in short-term rates is
only one-half percentage point, and long-term rates decline slightly.
Financial Flows
The structure of financial flows would be altered by tax reforms in
three ways. First, the composition of the underlying real capital stock
and net investment flows could be changed; types of security issues that
tend to mirror specific investment outlays would be affected correspond-
ingly. Second, basic financing patterns could be reshaped, owing either
to tax-reform induced desired changes or to prohibitions against financ-
ing investment in specific ways (most notably by tax-exempt issues).
Third, to the extent that the various reforms would improve or reduce
the competitive position of particular institutions, the level and form of
financial intermediation would be affected. Treasury I would have far
and away the greatest impact on financial flows of the four reforms,
largely because of its interest indexation provision. Recognizing this, the
discussion treats Treasury I separately from the other reforms.
Treasury I
Table 5 contains simulated estimates of the impacts of the four re-
forms on the distribution of the capital stock among owner-occupied
8The Kemp-Kasten calculation is based upon a rate ratio of 0.730 which would exist if
the corporate tax rate were 0.4. The corporate rate is raised from 0.35 because higher tax
rates would be necessary to render Kemp-Kasten revenue neutral.TAX REFORM AND FINANCIAL MARKETS 167
.housing, depreciable real estate (residential and commercial), and other
structures (industrial and utility) and equipment.9 As can be seen, Trea-
sury I would have an enormous impact on this distribution. Owner-
Table 5
Impacts of Reforms on the Distribution of the American Capital Stock
(Percentage change)
Treasury I Bradley-Gephardt Treasury II Kemp-Kasten
Owner-Occupied
Housing 28 4 - 3 - 4
Depreciable Real
Estate - 21 4 6 7
Equipment and
Other Structures - 10 - 5 - 2 - 1
occupied housing, fueled by a 15 percent increase in the homeowner-
ship rate (8 percentage points), would increase by 28 percent;
depreciable real estate would decline by 21 percent (most being due to
the decline in renting); and equipment and corporate structures would
fall by 10 percent. This startling impact follows from the indexation of
interest income and expense, except for home mortgage deductions. In a
world of 5 percent inflation, the indexation would lead to a sharp reduc-
tion in interest rates. That home mortgage interest would still be fully
deductible would trigger a marked shift toward homeownership and a
general increase in the demand for housing services by owners.
The real-capital shifts of Treasury I imply a sharp increase in home
mortgage issues and declines in other mortgage and bond issues and in
business loans. The impact of these real-capital shifts would be rein-
forced by changes in household and corporate loan-to-value ratios.
Households would have a strong incentive to arbitrage the differential
indexation--to borrow more fully-deductible mortgage funds than they
would under current law and invest the overage in partially-taxed debt
assets. In contrast, corporate loan-to-value ratios should decline in re-
sponse to the reduction in the tax advantages of debt caused by both
interest indexation and the deductibility of half of corporate dividends.
Issues of home mortgages would be further stimulated by the restriction
against issues of single-family tax-exempt mortgage revenue bonds,
which averaged $10 billion in 1982 and 1983.l° With a 28 percent increase
9These data are long-run calculations assuming infinite price elasticities of factor sup-
plies. In the short run, asset prices will be bid up or down, thereby inducing the necessary
factor and real capital shifts. (Greater detail by asset category is contained in Hendershott,
i985.)
1°The data in this paragraph and the next are from The President’s Tax Proposals to the
Congress for Fairness, Growth and Simplicity, 1985, Table 11.01-1, p. 284.168 Patric H. Hendershott
in owner-occupied housing flows and a 30 percent increase in the loan-
to-value ratio, home mortgage issues would be two-thirds greater in the
new "steady-state" than under current law. During the transition to this
state, issues would more than double.
The percentage reduction in issues of other mortgages, taxable
bonds and business loans would be less than the percentage increase in
home mortgages because the decline in the underlying real capital is
expected to be smaller and because restrictions on tax-exempt financing
of these activities would significantly increase taxable issues. Tax-exempt
multifamily rental housing bonds, private nonprofit hospital and educa-
tion bonds, student loan bonds and industrial development bonds ag-
gregated over $40 billion in 1983. This was fully one-third of taxable
business net debt issues in 1983 (only about one-sixth in 1984). As a
result, declines in taxable issues in the steady state of only 10 to 20
percent should be expected. In contrast, long-term tax-exempt issues
would likely be halved; the nongovernmental tax-exempt bond issues
that the reform proposal would sharply curtail constituted 61 percent of
1983 long-term tax-exempt issues.
Treasury I’s interest indexation feature would also have a notable
impact on financial intermediation. A single example serves to illustrate
the point. Consider a depository intermediary that invests solely in tax-
able instruments earning i (net of expected issues) and finances ~/of this
with deposits paying d and the remaining i - ~ with equity. The after-
tax income per dollar of assets is
After-Tax
Income = (1-[3-r)i - (1-[3"r)vd - (1--0o,
where ¯ is the relevant marginal tax rate, [3 is the fraction of interest
taxed and deducted (currently [3 = 1), and o is the ratio of "net other
expenses" to assets. Let i=0.12, d=0.10, o=0.02, -r =0.3, and ~/=0.95,
numbers roughly consistent with current data. Then
After-Tax
Income = .7(.12-.095-.02) = .0035.
With indexation and an inflation rate of 0.05, [3 = 0.545 and
After-Tax
Income = .82(.12-.095) - .7(.02) = .0069.
Under these circumstances, the intermediary’s profit rate would double.
The increase in profitability would lead to relatively higher deposit (and
lower loan) rates and greater financial intermediation.1~
11Insurance companies would benefit even more than depository institutions from
indexation because they have far more interest income than interest expense. However,
other provisions of the Treasury proposals would tax these companies more heavily.TAX REFORM AND FINANCIAL MARKETS 169
The Other Reforms
I turn now to the other three reforms, looking first at the data in
table 5 on the real capital stock effects. Bradley-Gephardt would general-
ly be favorable for real estate and unfavorable for other forms of capital.
This follows directly from the removal of the investment tax credit for
equipment and utility structures. Kemp-Kasten and Treasury II would
have nearly identical effects at this level of aggregation. Because these
plans partially offset the removal of the ITC with more favorable depreci-
ation allowances, the negative impact on assets other than real estate is
negligible. The declines in owner-occupied housing reflect a 5 percent
decrease in the homeownership rate.
All three reform proposals include the same general restrictions on
tax-exempt financing as Treasury I; thus net tax-exempt issues would be
roughly halved. Multifamily and commercial mortgage issues would
tend to increase under all three reforms, due to both the increase in real
capital and the shift from tax-exempt to taxable financing.
The restriction on issues of tax-exempt single-family housing bonds
would increase regular home mortgage issues, roughly offsetting the
declines under Kemp-Kasten and Treasury II caused by slight decreases
in owner-occupied housing. Home mortgage issues would tend to rise
under Bradley-Gephardt due to both the increase in housing and the
shift out of the tax-exempt market. Nevertheless, a decline in home
issues should be anticipated. Like the Treasury plans, Bradley-Gephardt
has three personal tax brackets, 0.14, 0.26 (income above $40,000), and
0.30 (income above $65,000). While interest earned by high-income
households would be taxed at the higher marginal rates, mortgage inter-
est expense would be deductible at only the base O. 14 rate. This should
stimulate considerably greater owner-equity financing of owner-occu-
pied housing, which would tend to reduce the demand for deposits as
well as the supply of mortgage securities.
Tax Reform and Stock Prices
Equities are largely claims on real capital or, more precisely, the net
cash flows generated by the capital for the shareholders, and the market
value of equities should equal the risk-adjusted present value of these
cash flows (Downs, 1985). To determine the impact of tax changes, then,
requires analysis of how the changes would be expected to alter both
expected net corporate cash flows and the rate at which they are dis-
counted to obtain market values. A first step in this analysis is specifica-
tion of the expected cash flows and market valuation under current law.
The second step deals with the reforms. The analysis is for non financial
corporations only; the methodology employed is not readily applicable170 Patric H. Hendershott
to financial corporations.
The analysis computes "cash-out intrinsic values" (Brainard, Sho-
ven and Weiss, 1980). That is, tax reforms are presumed to affect the
value of the returns on existing capital only. To the extent that future
investments are expected to earn economic rents (investments in the
past 15 years do not appear to have earned any), the corporate tax rate
cuts in all reform proposals would increase the expected after-tax rents
and thus stock prices. Also, the calculations do not allow for an increase
in the value of land, although the possibility of such increases is dis-
cussed briefly. The projected stock market increases, then, might be
interpreted as conservative estimates.
The Value of Shareholders’ Claims to Existing Capital
Under current law the after-tax cash flows in period t from each
component (equipment and structures) of the existing fixed capital can
be written as
CFt = (1 -’r) NOIt +’rTAXDt- (1 - "c) INTt + z~DEBTt, (5)
where NOI is net operating income, INT is interest paid, TAXD is al-
lowable tax depreciation, and ZkDEBT is the change in outstanding debt
financing fixed capital. If firms finance a constant fraction, b, of the
market value ’of their fixed capital with debt at rate i, then
(1 - ,r) INTt = (1 - ¢) ibqtKt_ ~ and (5a)
ZkDEBTt = bA (qtKt- (5b)
where qt is the ratio of the market value to replacement cost of the
existing fixed capital stock and Kt is that replacement cost.
To understand better what is involved in projecting CFt, it is useful
to express both the tax depreciation term and Kt in terms of the current
nominal fixed capital stock, Ko:
~-TAXDt = T0tKo and (5c)
Kt = ~bt(1 + "rr)tKo, (Sd)
where -rr is the expected inflation rate. The 0t are based upon tax depreci-
ation schedules and decline monotonically; if Ko consisted entirely of
newly-placed, undepreciated capital, ~0t = 1.0, [Because the depreciable
base is not indexed under current law, there is no inflation adjustment in
(5c). ] The q~t measure the portion of the fixed capital stock existing when
the reform passes that is projected to still exist t periods later. Thus theTAX REFORM AND FINANCIAL MARKETS 171
qbt decline monotonically from qbo= 1.0 to qbN = 0.0, where N is the re- maining service life of the "longest lasting" component of capital in Ko.
Estimates of the 0t and ~bt depend on the precise history of Ko: when it
w~s put in place, its original service life, and what depreciation method
was chosen.
The NOIs are also obviously related to the underlying fixed capital
stock. I express this relation as
NOIt = p~Kt- 1 ¯ (Se)
If technology were putty-putty and there were no costs to adjusting the
capital stock, Ot* would equal 0t, the current rental prices for equipment/
structures (plus, possibly, a little extra for economic rents). With putty-
clay technology and adjustment costs, Pt* is a weighted average of past
rental prices where the weights depend on the portion of the current
capital stock put into place in past periods. In the simulations, the NOIs
stemming from equipment and structures under current law are ob-
tained by setting Pt* equal to Pt. This procedure, I show below, does not
lead to implausible current valuation. The impact of the tax reform is
computed two ways: with O unchanged and with 0 shifted to the value
generated by the tax reform. Because the "correct" measure for stock
market valuation should lie in between these values, the estimated im-
pact of the reform on valuation should be bounded.
The present value of the cash flows (going to equity holders) pro-
duced by each component of the existing fixed capital stock is:
N CFt
PV°-=t=l ~ (1 q- elt’
(6)
where e is the nominal after-tax required return on corporate equity. As
noted above, the qts used to compute the CFts are defined as MVt/Kt.
The market value of the capital stock (value of the debt and equity) is the
discounted value of the nondebt cash flows:
N (1 - ’r) NOIj + "rTAXDj
MVt= ~                    ,
(l+r)t-J
where the discount rate is the weighted average cost of capital,
(1 -’r)vi + (1 - v)e. If q = 1, then MVt = PVt + DEBTt.
A portfolio equilibrium condition can be used to relate e to the
interest rate, the expected inflation rate, and personal tax parameters.
With the real and inflationary equity returns to shareholders taxed at
rates ’rer and -rg, respectively, the after-tax returns to shareholders can be172 Patric H. Hendershott
Table 6
Parameter Values for Stock Market Calculations
Current Law Treasury I Treasury II Bradley-Gephardt Kemp-Kasten
Fraction of
Interest
Deductible (1~) 1,0 0.545a 1.0 1.0 1.0
Fraction of
Dividends
Deductible (,~) 0.0 0.5 0.1 0,0 0,0
Profits Tax
Rate (~r)b 0,4924 0.37 0.37 0,342 0.389
Interest Rate (i) 0.11 0.085 0,10 0,095 0.105
Equity Rate (e) 0.1687 0.1704 0.1649 0.1685 0.1662
Hurdle Rate for
Equipment (pE)c    0.2260 0.2733 0.2468 0.2621 0.2424
Hurdle Rate for
Structures (ps)c 0.1542 0.1586 0.1405 0.1440 0.1302
a Assumes a 5 percent inflation rate.
b Incorporates a 6 percent state and local tax rate deductible at the federal level.
c These data are computed in Hendershott (1985),
written as
(1 -- q’er) (e - ,rr) + (1 - ~g) w = Rm + Be, (7)
where Rm is the yield on risk-free tax-exempt securities and ~e is the risk
premium required on investment in corporate equity. Historically, firms
have paid a constant share, p, of real earnings out as dividends (Auer-
bach, 1982). Thus we write
"rer = p’tdiv + (1 - p) ¢cg,
where ’rdiv is the tax rate on dividends and "rcg is the tax rate applicable to
real increases in share prices and equals "rg under current law. In general,
I assume p=0.4, ~e=0.075, l"div=’rimax/2 and ¢cg=(1-excl)~irnax/4,
where ’rimax is the maximum personal tax rate on interest income, excl is
the capital gains exclusion, and the divisions by 2 and 4 reflect tax defer-
ral and avoidance activity.
Table 6 represents the values assumed for key parameters under
current law and under the tax reform proposals. Two parameters do not
vary across the reforms: the loan-to-value ratio of 0.33 and the inflation
rate of 0.05. With these parameters and the other assumptions, the com-
puted value of the equity holders’ claim on the existing fixed capital
stock is $899 billion. This number is not far from the rough market value
estimate implicit in the Board of Governors’ balance sheet accounts
(1985). The market value of fixed capital equals the market value ofTAX REFORM AND FINANCIAL MARKETS 173
equity plus debt less the market value of assets other than fixed capital.12
The market value of nonfinancial corporate equity at the end of 1984 was
$1639 billion, and the market values of inventories and land were $754
and $577 billion, respectively. Under the assumption that the market
values of debt and financial assets equalled their book values, the mar-
ket value of the fixed capital stock was $962 billion.
Tax Reform and the Value of Shares
Tax reform could affect share values by fostering economic growth,
opening new, highly profitable investment opportunities. Such effects
are highly uncertain, however, and our analysis does not attempt to
quantify them. Rather, we limit ourselves to deducing the impact of tax
reform on the value of flows stemming from the existing fixed capital
stock. The market values of land and inventories are presumed to be
unaffected by the reforms.
To account fully for the reforms, a model must incorporate all their
provisions. The initial Treasury plan proposed indexation of interest ex-
pense-only [~ of expense could be deducted, where [~ is negatively
related to the inflation rate--and deductibility of -/ of dividend pay-
ments, DIVt. Treasury II continued the dividend deduction, although at
a lower rate, dropped interest indexation, and added a recapture
provision.
To account for the indexation of interest under Treasury I, the 1 --r
multiplying the INT variable is changed to 1- [~’r. To incorporate the
partial dividend exclusion (the deductibility of y of dividends), the cash
flows in (6) are multiplied by 1 + ~r-/, where ~ry is the tax saving from the
exclusion per dollar of cash flow to be paid out as dividends.13 To allow
for a possible recapture provision, equation (6) is rewritten as
PVo = ~ (1 + ,ry) CFt _ PVRECAP, (1 + e)t (6’)
where the last term is the present value of this provision.14 In this frame-
work, the tax reforms affect the market value of equities by changing the
corporate tax rate, % by introducing interest indexation ([3<1) and/or a
12This presumes zero off-balance-sheet assets (goodwill) and liabilities (unfunded
pensions). Empirically, these can be nonzero but must be equal.
13While some of the increase in cash flows may be retained and reinvested, the pres-
ent value of the cash flows will be unaffected if the new investment earns the discount
rate, e.
~4This provision puts 40 percent of the excess depreciation (tax depreciation less the
straight line number reported in earnings and profit statements) taken in the 1980-84
period into taxable income in 1986-88 (12 percent each in 1986 and 1987 and 16 percent in
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Table 7
Impact of Tax Reforms on Share Values (Percent)
All Reform Without Dividend
Provisions Exclusion and Recapture
Bradley-Gephardt 10-13
Kemp-Kasten 4-7
Treasury I 20-30 8-16
Treasury II 9-10 9
partial dividend exclusion (~/>0), by changing personal tax rates (’re),
through "general equilibrium channels" (i, e, and p*), and by special
features such as the recapture provision of Treasury II.
The percentage changes in the market value of corporate equities
due to reforms are listed in table 7. The changes are the sum of the
impacts of the reforms on the equipment and structure PVs, divided by
the $1639 billion year-end 1984 market value of nonfinancial corpora-
tions reported by the Federal Reserve Board. Upper and lower estimates
of share-price percentage changes develop from alternative assumptions
about effects of the reforms on net operating incomes. Because the in-
vestment hurdle rates for plant and equipment are not altered by Trea-
sury II (or, more correctly, the increase for equipment is offset by the
decrease from structures), both assumptions generate the same esti-
mate. For Bradley-Gephardt and Treasury I, the upper estimate reflects
an increase in the NOIs based on the increase in hurdle rates; for Kemp-
Kasten, the lower estimate reflects a decrease in the NOIs owing to a
decline in hurdle rates. An additional set of estimates is developed for
the Treasury plans to measure the effect of including or excluding the
dividend exclusion (and the recapture provision for Treasury II) in the
reform plans.
Because all reforms reduce the taxation on existing capital, all would
increase stock values. The implied increases are about 10 percent for
Bradley-Gephardt and Treasury II, only 5 percent for Kemp-Kasten, and
a much larger 20 to 30 percent increase for Treasury I. 15 About half of the
latter comes from the 50 percent dividend exclusion; without the exclu-
sion, the impact of Treasury I would not differ much from those of Trea-
sury II and Bradley-Gephardt. For Treasury II, the small dividend
exclusion would raise share values by roughly 3 percent, and the recap-
ture provision would lower them by slightly less.
15These results assume that corporations receive full benefit of the decline in interest
rates (all debt is short-term or can be costlessly refinanced). In the case of constant NOIs,
the after-tax interest saving increases share values by over a percentage point only under
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The data in table 7 presume no impact of tax reform on land values.
The reforms could raise land values significantly, however. Assume,
along the lines of Feldstein (1980), that the net-of-tax return on land
equals the real tax-exempt yield plus a risk premium:
(1
PL      rgW = Rm - ~r + ~L ,
where FL is the marginal product of a unit of land, eL is the effective tax
rate on real returns to land, PL is the real price of land and ~L is the
required risk premium on land. If the tax-exempt rate is not changed by
the tax reform (an assumption supported for all reforms except Kemp-
Kasten by the analysis in Section I), the productivity of capital is un-
changed, and minor changes in ~g are ignored, then the percentage
change in the real price of land is ~~’L/(1 --eL). If real returns on land were
taxed at the full corporate rate, land values would rise by roughly 25
percent, and corporate equities would rise in value by an additional 9
percent because corporate land is currently valued at 35 percent of cor-
porate equity.
Summary
Interest rates are determined by the supply of and demand for
funds to finance real capital. Tax reforms such as cuts in marginal corpo-
rate and personal tax rates and interest indexation lower interest rates by
shifting both the supply and demand curves downward. Reductions in
"pure" investment incentives--in investment tax credits and the gener-
osity of tax depreciation allowances--lower the demand curve only. The
precise decline in interest rates depends on the magnitude of these
curve shifts and of the interest-rate elasticities of investment demand,
domestic saving, and net foreign saving.
Shifts in the domestic-supply and demand schedules are calculated
for four tax reforms: Bradley-Gephardt, Kemp-Kasten, Treasury I and
Treasury II. On the supply side, the downward shifts are estimated to be
roughly 3 percentage points for Treasury I and about 11/2 percentage
points for the other three reforms. On the demand side, the downward
shifts are roughly three points again for Treasury I, two points for Brad-
ley-Gephardt, one point for Treasury II and no decline at all for Kemp-
Kasten. The larger shifts for Treasury I are attributable to its interest
indexation feature. The smaller demand shifts for Treasury II and Kemp-
Kasten (no shift at all) are the result of the more generous tax depreci-
ation allowances, especially under Kemp-Kasten, than exist under
current law. Taking into account the shifts of both curves and allowing176 Patric H. Hendershott
for a dampening effect of net foreign saving, the rate declines from the
four plans are roughly 21/2 percentage points for Treasury I, 11/2 percent-
age points for Bradley-Gephardt, 1 point for Treasury II and 1/2 point for
Kemp-Kasten. Interest rates will decline with tax reform, but how much
depends on how the reform is structured.
Financial flows will be altered by tax reforms to the extent that:
(1) the composition of investment, especially between owner-occupied
housing, depreciable real estate and other assets, is altered; (2) desired
loan-to-value ratios are changed; and (3) particular types of issues are
specifically limited by the reforms. All reforms would sharply restrict
issues of tax-exempts for nongovernmental uses, issues which have con-
stituted 60 percent of total long-term exempt issues in recent years. All
reforms except Treasury I would also modestly reduce home mortgages,
Treasury II and Kemp-Kasten because of a roughly 5 percent reduction in
the demand for owner-occupied housing and Bradley-Gephardt because
of a decrease in the desired loan-to-value ratio. In contrast, other issues,
especially multifamily and commercial mortgages, would increase
owing to an increase in depreciable real estate and the restrictions on
tax-exempt issues for nongovernmental uses.
Far and away the largest changes in financial flows would occur in
response to the interest indexation provision of Treasury I. This provi-
sion would sharply lower interest rates and, because home mortgage
interest would still be fully deductible, the cost of debt financing for
owner-occupied housing. The combination of more of this housing and
a higher loan-to-value ratio would substantially increase home mortgage
issues. Other taxable issues would fall due both to the reallocation of
real capital toward housing and to a decrease in business loan-to-value
ratios, owing to the reduced deductibility of interest (and the partial
deductibility of dividends for corporations). This decline would, howev-
er, be mitigated by the shift from tax-exempt financing for nongovern-
mental purposes to regular taxable financing. Finally, interest indexation
would favor growth of financial intermediaries with the greatest excess
of interest income over interest expense.
The cut in the corporate income tax rate would raise the after-tax
cash flows stemming from the existing capital stock. This and minor
changes in the equity discount factor for these cash flows would raise
stock prices by roughly 5 percent under Kemp-Kasten and 10 percent
under the other three reforms. The 50 percent dividend exclusion of
Treasury I would raise stock prices by about another 15 percent ($250
billion). The smaller 10 percent dividend exclusion of Treasury II and its
recapture provision about offset each other.TAX REFORM AND FINANCIAL MARKETS 177
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James Tobin*
Patric Hendershott’s ambitious and informative paper estimates
quantitatively the effects of the several tax reform proposals on interest
rates, asset prices, and capital stocks. In terms of Kopcke’s dichotomy,
the theory underlying Hendershott’s calculations is neoclassical rather
than "cash flow."
Tax Effects on Capital Demand and Supply Prices
Hendershott seeks first to quantify the shifts in the pre-tax interest
rate that would hold constant the stocks of real capital desired by invest-
ing households and firms, mainly corporations. These are vertical shifts
in stock demand curves. The second blade of his scissors is the savings
supply curve. Hendershott estimates the shifts in the interest rate at
which savers, owners of wealth, would be willing to hold the capital
stocks. Estimates are disaggregated by types of capital: corporate and
noncorporate; residential and business; structures (industrial and utility)
and equipment; inventories; depreciable real estate; and owner-
occupied housing.
These numbers represent impact effects. Hendershott is, in this pa-
per, agnostic about the elasticities of the stock demand and supply
schedules. In cases where the computed vertical shifts of the demand
and supply curves differ at existing stocks, he does not try to tell us what
changes in stocks and interest rates would maintain equality of demand
and supply. Nevertheless his results are quite striking. They underscore
the qualitative conclusions about the various reforms that have emerged
*Sterling Professor of Economics, Yale University.DISCUSSION 179
in some of the previous discussions.
For the aggregate capital stock, Hendershott concludes that in most
of the proposals the vertical downward shifts of demand and supply are
not much different from each other, in terms of interest rates. Kemp-
Kasten is the exception, providing a slight boost to the stock demand
price (interest rate) while lowering the stock supply price. The other
reforms lower both demand and supply prices but create little gap be-
tween them at the existing stock. Treasury I generates the largest reduc-
tion, around 300 basis points, in both demand and supply prices.
Capital Reallocations and Their Welfare Effects
However, Hendershott’s calculations indicate striking differences
among the proposals in the allocations of capital among different types.
Treasury I would drastically increase the share of owner-occupied hous-
ing and decrease the shares of depreciable real estate and of business
plant and equipment. In previous sessions speakers have noted that
Treasury I, by tightening the tax treatment of nonresidential capital
while sparing the privileges of owner-occupied homes, would reallocate
capital towards residential capital. Hendershott’s calculations indicate
that this effect is very large.
What are the welfare effects of such reallocations? The status quo
and all the proposed reform packages are "second-best" regimes. It is
hard, perhaps impossible, to evaluate and rank them. We know, for
example, that in the present regime the differences in effective tax rates
among types and durabilities of investment are sources of inefficiency,
thanks especially to ERTA, TEFRA, et al. Treasury I eliminates most of
these. At the same time, Treasury I is likely to limit total accumulation of
business capital for many years to come. How do we balance the one
effect against the other? Likewise, does the improved efficiency within
the business investment sector promised by Treasury I make up for its
accentuated misallocation of saving between residential and nonresi-
dential use? Hendershott’s methods cannot answer questions like these.
Maybe John Shoven’s general equilibrium simulations can.
I have little quarrel with Hendershott’s methodology as far as it
goes. He makes a lot of simplifying assumptions, but he could hardly
get numerical estimates otherwise. Tax effects are intrinsically very non-
linear. Hendershott calculates average 6r aggregate effects by averaging
or aggregating all the variables relevant to an individual saver or inves-
tor. He gets his economy-wide estimates by entering those numbers in
the nonlinear formula appropriate to an individual. For example, his
complicated calculation of the effects of cuts in marginal tax rates and
other reforms on the difference between tax-exempt and taxable interest180 James Tobin
rates assumes that the marginal price-making market participants are the
same before and after the reform. Any tax reform would introduce so
many different changes in the positions and behaviors of market partici-
pants that we cannot have great confidence in such assumptions. But I
cannot suggest a better practical procedure.
Tax Rates and Risk-Sharing
A substantial omission from Pat’s paper, and from the whole discus-
sion, is any consideration of the effects of the tax reforms on risks of
capital accumulation, for aggregate capital and its various components.
The analyses and calculations proceed wholly in terms of average re-
turns and expected values. Yet reduction in tax rates, corporate and
personal, means that the Treasury is assuming less of the risk in the
same proportion as it takes a lower share on average. (This reduction in
risk-sharing is somewhat mitigated in those proposals where capital
gains and losses are subject to the same tax rates as ordinary incomes.)
The welfare effects of reallocations of risk-bearing between investors and
general taxpayers are as relevant as those of the changes in expected
after-tax returns. Hendershott assumes that the structure of after-tax
rates of return on tax-exempts, taxable government securities, equities,
and other assets will remain the same under the reforms. But in view of
the uneven changes in assets’ risk characteristics, this does not seem
likely.
Incentives with or without Windfalls
In the final section of his paper, Hendershott computes the changes
in valuations of existing equities in capital stock that the several reforms
would bring. These are dramatic in Treasury I, because it would exempt
half of dividend payments from corporate profits tax. There would also
be capital gains to holders of long-term bonds with taxable interest,
especially in Treasury I but also in the other proposals except for Kemp-
Kasten. These are windfalls; they do not add to the incentives to for new
investment. The spirit of all the proposals is to accept such windfalls.
These proposals make no effort to confine incentives to new investment.
In contrast, in 1962 the investment tax credit (ITC) was chosen as the
instrument to encourage business capital formation precisely because it
affected marginal investment decisions and minimized windfall trans-
fers from the Treasury to holders of existing assets. Even if one were to
accept the very different philosophy of today’s tax reformers, one could
hope they would seek to capture some of these windfalls by a transition-
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Investment Incentives and the Macroeconomic Policy Mix
The ITC is repealed in all the proposals. That fact led me to reflect
on why it was introduced in the first place in the early 1960s. Some of its
architects and proponents are here today--Dick Musgrave, Joe Pech-
man, and I. We wanted to boost investment, both to fuel the recovery
from the two recessions of 1957-58 and 1960 and to lift the growth rate of
potential output. We would have liked to do so by reducing interest
rates, but we were constrained not just by congenital central bank con-
servatism but by the fear of capital outflows and gold losses if U.S. rates
were not internationally competitive. The ITC, applying only to domes-
tic investment, was a way out of that box, one that didn’t lose many
bucks of revenue for its investment bang. We couldn’t afford to lose
much revenue because balanced budget discipline was strong in those
days, in Democratic administrations. Moreover, the economists’ original
proposal limited the ITC to investment in excess of depreciation claimed
on the tax return, and limited deductions for depreciation to the taxpay-
er’s share in ITC-subsidized investment.
The rationale of ERTA in 1981, and the policy mix then advocated by
Martin Feldstein, bear some superficial resemblance to the rationale of
the ITC in the Kennedy administration. In 1981 high interest rates were
justified partially on international grounds; they would buy the United
States some disinflation in a floating exchange rate world. They were
also justified as a deterrent to residential construction, on the ground
that it was excessively favored by the tax law. Business investment
would be spared the deterrence of high interest rates by accelerated cost
recovery as well as by the ITC. This attempt to redress the imbalance
between residential and nonresidential investment was not part of the
1982 program. It turned out that the 1981 policy mix not only penalized
housing but also devastated United States foreign investment. And now
the Administration proposes to reverse ERTA, and seeks political points
for correcting its own mistakes.
The Long-Run National Propensity To Save
In the long run, which Hendershott does not discuss, the capital
intensity of the economy will be governed by the nation’s propensity to
save. I optimistically assume that the Fed will see to it, across cycles and
decades, that the real interest rate of the economy balances investment
demand and saving supply along a path of real economic growth that
maintains unemployment roughly constant on average, though perhaps
at a higher rate than I would personally like. This being the case, the
effects of tax reforms on capital accumulation will ultimately depend
mainly on their effects on the nation’s long-run propensity to save, on182 James Tobin
the wealth-to-income ratio the nation desires. More precisely, this pro-
pensity will determine our accumulation of domestic plus foreign cap-
ital--a more important matter than domestic capital alone. A large
resident capital stock is not a great blessing if it is mortgaged to the rest
of the world at rates equal to its marginal productivity.
What are the long-run effects of the tax reforms on the national
propensity to save? They reduce the wedge between the pre-tax margin-
al productivities of capital, here and overseas, and the after-tax rates
received by savers. I am ready to believe this effect is positive, but I don’t
know by how much. I am sure that demand for wealth is nowhere near
infinitely elastic at any after-tax rate of return. Many people have finite
horizons, even shorter than their lifetimes, because of liquidity con-
straints. The interest-elasticity of savings supply is a big issue. The pa-
per at hand understandably gives no answer, and the question has
received surprisingly little attention at this conference. In answering it,
one would have to consider the negative effects on capital accumulation
of the taxes or public debts that replace the revenues lost by reducing
taxation of capital incomes.
On this issue, one proposition I am quite confident about is the
following: The explosive growth of public debt relative to GNP and na-
tional wealth, resulting from the budget policies of the Administration,
is a much bigger threat to the national propensity to accumulate produc-
tive wealth than can be countered by the proposed reductions in the
wedge between pre-tax and after-tax capital incomes. (Incidentally, any-
one who believes that private domestic saving is highly elastically avail-
able without raising after-tax returns has no reason to worry about
"crowding out.")
The Wasted Opportunities
It is most unfortunate that proposals for tax reforms should at this
time take the center of the stage away from the need to restore the
revenue-raising capabilities of the federal tax system. The reforms are
supposedly revenue-neutral, but the chances are that, if any reform at all
is enacted, it will be a revenue-loser. When the history of this period is
written, I suspect, it will be the verdict that people in Washington, some
with the best of intentions and some not, spent their time and energies
on the wrong problem.
Moreover, the cause of tax reform may in the end be set back by the
whole episode. Opportunities for real tax reform are rare. It they are to
be used to best advantage, then the whole web of taxation should be on
the table, not just the income taxes to which current reform proposals
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include taxes on consumption, sales, particular commodities, value add-
ed, and inheritances. It should include refundability of credits and ex-
emption values for the poor, cumulative lifetime tax accounts, and other
innovations. We would need a bipartisan or nonpartisan blue ribbon
commission, like the Canadian Carter commission on taxation or our
own Greenspan commission on social security, to study the whole sys-
tem and prepare the intellectual and political ground for reforms. In-
stead we had a 10-month internal study by Treasury staff, circumscribed
by preemptive mandates that limited the range of alternatives to be
considered and ignored the implications of reform proposals for related
taxes and transfers. Then the Administration retreated from the staff’s
proposals in response to lobbying until now, if there is any legislation at
all, it will lack any unifying set of principles and objectives. Retreat may
well become rout before a bill undeservedly labeled "tax reform"
emerges from the Congress. It’s a shame.Discussion
Barry P. Bosworth*
This very useful paper covers a wide range of issues involved in the
taxation of capital income, although there is perhaps not as much as
promised in the title about the effects of tax reform on financial institu-
tions. I think the major point of the paper is its emphasis on incorporat-
ing induced changes in interest rates into the evaluation of any tax
reform proposal that changes both personal and business taxes. The
issue is important because most of the current proposals envision a shift
in the point of collection of taxes from that at which income is received to
the point at which it is earned.
Several previous studies have looked at the overall effect of tax
changes on capital income by assuming a constant after-tax rate of return
and then adding corporate and personal taxes together to compute the
overall tax wedge between the return that investments earn and the
return that savers receive. Alternatively, Hendershott undertakes the
analysis by considering the demand and supply of capital separately. He
finds that, under most of the current proposals, reduced taxation of
capital income when it is received by investors (the supply side) would
allow the interest rate on taxable assets to decline significantly while
maintaining the same after-tax return. On the other hand, increased
taxation of capital income at the point where it is earned (the demand
side) also shifts the demand curve down--firms would make the same
investments only at a lower cost of funds. The result is roughly matching
shifts of demand and supply that leave the quantity of capital approxi-
mately unchanged, but at lower market interest rates. I have some tech-
nical quibbles with the methodology that Hendershott uses, but they
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would not alter his basic conclusions.
I am not sure that the method used by Hendershott is superior to
the calculation of the overall tax wedge (effective tax rates), but it does
bring out several points not highlighted by the other approach. In par-
ticular, he argues that the Treasury I method of inflation indexing would
not work for financial institutions; furthermore, the failure to index
mortgage interest rates would dramatically increase the opportunities to
use mortgages as a means of tax avoidance. Hendershott also lays out an
interesting and useful method for evaluating the effect of tax changes on
corporate stock values.
There are several additional issues of great interest to financial mar-
kets that are not taken up in the paper. First, it is remarkable how times
change. Much of the pressure for tax reform in the 1970s resulted from
concern about the distorting effects of inflation, interacting with taxes,
on capital formation. Yet, most evaluations of alternative proposals to-
day simply ignore the sensitivity of the tax wedge to variations in infla-
tion. Thus, the Treasury I proposal gets very little credit for its
approximate neutrality with respect to inflation.
Second, the analysis pays inadequate attention to the importance of
debt versus equity financing. Several other authors, particularly Don
Fullerton, have emphasized this factor, but nobody has developed a
model that incorporates debt financing as an endogenous characteristic
of the tax system. The issue is important because far more interest is
reported as an expense of business than ever shows up as income
earned by investors. The differential treatment of interest expenses and
interest income sharply alters earlier arguments by Martin Feldstein and
others that inflation increased effective tax rates on capital. Once ac-
count is taken of the effects of inflation on interest rates and thus tax
deductions, its impact on investment is far more ambiguous and very
dependent on the extent to which debt financing is used. For example, I
would doubt that even the most standard conclusion that the tax system
favors investment in equipment over investment in structures can be
shown to be true, given the variety of different financial arrangements
that are possible. Structures investments, for example, often carry a
much higher level of debt financing, and thus benefit more from the
deductibility of interest payments. The issue is also important because at
least one of the plans, Treasury I, would dramatically alter the attractive-
ness of debt versus equity financing.
My concern is that this type of single-case evaluation of the effect of
tax reform on capital formation gives an undue impression of precision
to the estimates. It also leads to an undue emphasis on the size of the
average tax rate, and ignores other factors such as the degree of neutral-
ity of the tax system with respect to: (1) the choice among assets; (2)
changes in the rate of inflation; and (3) changes in the method of financ-
ing. In addition, there is an interest, particularly at the level of macroeco-186 Barry P. Bosworth
nomic policy, in the sensitivity of investment to changes in market
interest rates. If the tax system shelters investment from the effects of
changes in the cost of funds, the variation in interest rates required to
achieve the goals of overall stabilization policy will, under some condi-
tions, be increased.
Finally, I was interested in another issue that is explored in Hender-
shott’s paper, and that is the role of foreign capital flows in any evalua-
tion of tax reform. First, net foreign investment, the current account,
should be treated as a form of investment. From a welfare perspective,
we should be primarily concerned with national saving, not domestic
investment. Given any overall rate of national saving, those resources
should be allocated between domestic and foreign investment so as to
maximize the rate of return to Americans. If we assume for the moment
that national saving is fixed, any increase in the incentives for domestic
investment simply increases foreign capital inflows, causes an apprecia-
tion of the exchange rate, and leads to a larger current-account deficit.
The rise in the exchange rate in turn reduces the attractiveness of do-
mestic versus foreign investment, leading to an automatic offset to the
original tax stimulus.
Thus, the critical issue is not the effect on domestic investment, but
its impact on domestic saving. From this perspective the results of the
last five years are not encouraging to those who believe that a reduction
in capital income taxation will sharply raise national saving rates. In the
absence of laboratory experiments, we could not have had a better test
of that hypothesis than that provided by events of the last five years.
Real rates of interest have increased drastically, marginal tax rates are
much lower, and financial deregulation made those higher rates of re-
turn available to a wider range of savers. Yet, the overall private saving
rate did not change. In fact, national saving has fallen dramatically as
increased government dissaving has not been offset by behavior in the
private sector. It appears that the most effective means of increasing the
national saving rate would be to focus on reducing the budget deficit,
not on tax reform. However, it may be too early to draw conclusions
about the effects on private saving behavior of changes in the rate of
return, because of the differential effects on older-age cohorts who have
previously accumulated some wealth and younger cohorts who have
not.
The degree of openness of the economy is also critical in Hender-
shott’s analysis of the extent to which shifts in the point of collection of
capital income taxes will change overall investment incentives. In an
open-economy analysis, if other Countries treat capital-income recipients
in the same way as the United States, a reduction in the U.S. tax on its
recipients will not reduce market interest rates; thus, there will not be an
interest-rate offset to the increased tax on capital income at the point
where it is earned.